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A Method for Statistical Testing
of an at Random Sampled Formula
(A Method for Random Sampling of Formulas of an Elementary
Theory and Statistical Estimation of their Deducibility Equipped
by a Program II)
IVAN KRAMOSIL

This paper contains a construction and investigation of a procedure which enables to decide,
in the statistical sense, about the deducibility of a formula sampled at random by the procedure
described in [4]. The procedure described in this paper tries to find a proof of the investigated
formula in the considered theory, or if it is not possible, in some at random sampled extensions
of this theory.

This work is an immediate continuation of the paper [4] and contains the other
part of the research report mentioned below the title of this paper. Therefore the
notions and notations of [4] are used here without a special mentioning. This paper
contains a construction and investigation of a procedure which enables to decide
about the deducibility of a formula sampled at random by the procedure described
in [4]. The procedure described in this paper tries to find a proof of the investigated
formula or, if it is not possible, in some at random sampled extensions of this theory.
If such a proof can be found in an a priori given number of extensions, the investigated
formula is proclaimed to be a theorem. Of course, there is some risk connected with
such a decision, the two kinds of risk, to be more correct. We can arrive to an error
proclaiming a non-theorem to be a theorem or proclaiming a theorem to be a nontheorem. These two errors are of different importance in various situations and they
are not generally comparable, therefore their probabilities will be always investigated
separately. In this paper we shall try, above all, to enable the minimization of the
probability of proclaiming a non-theorem to be a theorem. The reason for such an
effort follows from the fact that when this kind of error occured the set of formulas
proclaimed to be theorems could become inconsistent and therefore worthless for
a further use. One the other hand, the rejection of a theorem does not menace the
previous results.

1. TESTING ALGORITHMS
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Roughly speaking, under the notion algorithm for deducibility testing (or briefly
algorithm, as no other types of algorithms are considered here) we shall understand
a recursive function defined on a set of formulas and taking the values in an appropriate set of decisions. However, before defining this notion of algorithm in a precise
manner we need to define what does it mean "recursive function defined on a set of
formulas and taking its values in a set of decisions".
In this paper the following situation will be considered. Let (s4, T) be a formalized
theory based on the first-order predicate calculus, si being the set of all well-formed
formulas, Tbeing the set of all theorems. Let 3} = {dt, d2, • •., d„] be a finite abstract
set the elements of which are called decisions. Let a be a mapping from the set si into
(not necessarily onto) the set N of all positive integers, let c be a mapping from the
set 2> into N. This means, that to every formula A an integer g(A) is ascribed and to
every dt an integer c(d;) is ascribed. The Godel enumeration can serve as an example
of the former mapping, the mapping c(dt) — i as an example of the latter one. The
mappings g, c will be supposed to be fixed during this paper and if some notions depend on g and c, this dependence will not be explicitely expressed. The set of all
integers which are ascribed to formulas from s4 will be denoted by G.
Definition 1. L e t / b e a mapping of the set si of formulas into the set Q) of decisions.
Let / * be a function on the set N of integers, taking its values in the same set and
defined as follows:
If x e G, x = g(A), A est,

then / *(*) = c(f(A)) ,

if x e N - G, then f*(x) = c(dt) .
The mapping / is called a recursive mapping, if the function / * is recursive. For
recursive functions see [6], [7].
Definition 2. A mapping/of the set si of formulas into the set <? = \SC, <&, ST, J/}
of decisions is called a ^-algorithm (or algorithm with respect to J1) where BS is
a subset of si if the following conditions hold:
/ is recursive
if A e » n T, then / ( A ) =

F,

if A e & n (si - T), then / ( A ) =
if A est

-A,

Jf,

then / ( A ) = <$f.

If the equality/(A) = ^T is interpreted as proclaiming the formula A to be theorem
and the equality/(A) = Jf as proclaiming A to be a non-theorem then a J'-algorithm
can be understood as a formal description of an effective procedure which decides,

given a formula, whether this formula belongs to a set Si or not and, if it is the case,
whether it is or is not a theorem.
In this paper we shall always assume that Si contains all formulas which are substitutions into propositional calculus tautologies and all negations of such formulas.
If this set is denoted by S$0 this condition gives: 880 c J \ Definition 2 gives immediately that if j(A) = ST, then actually A 6 T, if j(A) = J/", then actually A e s4 - T.
Definition 3. The expression semialgorithm for deducibility testing or briefly
semialgorithm will be used for a triple Sf = (h, f Si), where h is a recursive function
mapping the set N of natural numbers into itself, Si = {SSU 38z,...} is a sequence of
subsets of the set j / such that SS0 (= f) S9hT c (J SSHi), j = {fuf2,
i=i

• • •} is a recursive

i=i

sequence such that every j ; is a .^-algorithm according to Definition 2.
We shall say that a formula A is proclaimed to be a theorem by the semialgorithm
Sf (notation £f(A) = ST will be used), if there exists an integer n such that A e
e 3SHn) n T, i.e. jA(„)(A) = ST. We shall say that A is proclaimed to be a non-theorem
by the semialgorithm S" (notation -S^(A) = J/" will be used), if there exists an integer
m such that A e 8§Hm) c\(s4 - T), i.e. j,,(m)(A) = Jf • In both these cases we shall say
that the decision was taken at the n-th (m-th, respectively) step.
When ^ ( A ) is defined, then it is defined unambiguously and correctly. Indeed,
supposing A were such a formula, that there existed indices m, n such that j,,(n)(A) =
= S*~, fHm)(A) = Jf, then A e 0kHn) n T, A e S$Hm) n (s# - T), which leads to
a contradiction. The correctness of the decision taken by the semialgorithm S" follows
from the fact that this decision is in accordance with a decision of a J'j-algorithm, i.e.
if Sf(A) = ST, then A e T, if ^ ( A ) = Jf, then A e (stf - T).
One aspect, in which a semialgorithm differs from a J'-algorithm consists in the
fact that a semialgorithm represents a non-effective decision procedure. If we ascribe
to a formula A an integer 1(A) such that

then, in general, 1(A) is not defined for some A (for those from s/ - |J SSh(i)), and,
>=i

moreover, even if 1(A) defined somehow in this case (e.g. 1(A) = 0) nevertheless the
function /* defined for 1 in the same manner as j * for j in Definition 1 will not be,
in general, recursive.
A semialgorithm represents the following type of decision procedures: In the n-th
step we decide, before all, which decision algorithm will be applied, by the computation of h(n). Then we apply the decision algorithm fHn) to the tested formula. IffHn)
decides about A the procedure is finished, if it is not the case we compute h(n + I)
and apply j;,(„+1) and so on. The non-effectiveness of this procedure consists in the
fact that, in general, we do not know a priori, whether we come to a decision following
this procedure and even in case we come, the number of necessary steps cannot be

determined a priori. The only thing we request is that every theorem is to be, sooner
or later, proclaimed to be a theorem.
It follows easily from the foregoing text that a semialgorithm can be used in order
to test a formula only when connected with an instruction how and when to stop
the testing procedure. This instruction reads usually as follows: The procedure is
stopped (if the decision has not been taken yet) in the moment when the time or the
expenses connected with the decision process overreach some a priori limits. The
expenses can be measured in various manners, e.g. by the computer storage capacity
or by the number of some unit operations needed for performing of a decision or
a sequence of decisions. However, the question of the appropriate parameters, how
to measure them, how to establish the limit values in an actual situation and so on
will not be investigated here but we try, in the following definition to describe this
idea in a general and formal manner.
Definition 4. Let Sf be a semialgorithm, let m = m(Sf) be an integer. Let £ =
= £(i,j, A, Sf) be a non-negative real function, i = 1, 2 , . . . , m(Sf), j — 1, 2 , . . . ,
..., A e s& satisfying the following conditions:
for a fixed i <j m(Sf), A e si the function £ is nondecreasing function of j ,
for every i e i there exists at least one i 0 = i0(A) ;£ m(Sf) such that

limt(i0,j,A,

Sf) = oo.

J-»CO

Let a = {flj, a2,...,

a m( ^)) be a non-negative real vector.

The expression restricted semialgorithm will be used for the triple Sf = (Sf, t;, a);
this triple will be understood as a mapping of the set s/ into the set {<&, 2T, Jf)
defined as follows:
If the semialgorithm Sf decides about A in the n-th step and, at the same time, for
every i = 1,2,.... m(Sf)
S,(i, n, A, Sf)

=

fl|

we set 5^(A) = Sf(A). In all other cases we set S*(A) = <&.
Roughly speaking, |(i, j , A, Sf) represents the i-th component of the expenses
connected with performing the first j steps when A decided by the algorithm S?.
Of course, these expenses are increasing, or at least are not decreasing when the number of steps increases and, moreover, there is quite natural to demand that at least
one component of these demands should increase to infinity with the number of steps
increasing to infinity (e.g. the time necessary for performing of the first j steps is
a component with this property). The equality Sf(A) = <& formally expresses the fact
that semialgorithm Sf is not able to decide about A within the limits given by the
vector a.
In some aspects the restricted semialgorithm stands close to the notion of J'-algo-

rithm, however, the formal connections among those two notions will not be investigated here. The following lemma gives an important property of semialgorithms
and restricted semialgorithms.
Lemma 1. Let Abe a theorem, let ST be a semialgorithm, let m(ST) be an integer,
let ij = £(i,j, A, ST) be a real function such that the conditions of Definition 4 are
satisfied. Then there esists a real vector a = 5(A) = {au ..., am(sr)} such that the
restricted semialgorithmST = (ST, £, a) decides correctly about A, i.e. ST(A) = SF.
Proof. Let the conditions hold, let A e T, ST = (hj, $). As A e (\J &m n T),
i=i

then there exists an index j 0 such that A e 8Sh(Jo) n T Choose ahi = 1,2,..., m(ST)
in such a way that the inequalities
at ^ Z(i, Jo, A,ST),

i = 1, 2 , . . . , m(ST)

hold. Clearly, according to Definition 4 ~Sf(A) = ST(A) = ST. Q.E.D.
An analogous statement concerning the non-theorem obviously does not hold,
as for a formula A e si - U @h(i) immediately follows that ST(A) = St for every a.
i= l

If we modified Definition 4 in such a way that instead of ^ ( A ) = St we set ST(A) = JT
or if we modified the interpretation of our decision in such a way that ST(A) = St was
interpreted as proclaiming A to be a non-theorem, then Lemma 1 would hold even
in the case of non-theorems.
Now, we are in a position to introduce the main notion of this paper.
Definition 5. Let us consider a probability space (Q, $F, P) two integers 1 ^ m, ^
^ nu random variables au a 2 ,..., ani defined on (Q, SF, P) and taking their values
in the set si of formulas of the considered theory (si, T). Let R be a J'-algorithm,
8$ <= si, let ST = (ST, £, a) be a restricted semialgorithm. Then the sequence
I = (R, ~9>, (Q, &, P), {«!,..., a „ j , mu nt)
will be called a statistical algorithm for deducibility testing in at random sampled
extansions (briefly statistical test or statistical testing algorithm). A statistical test
is understood as a random variable, defined on the Cartesian product Q x si and
taking its values in the set {5r, Jf}. This random variable is defined as follows:
If R(A) e {3T, Jf} , then 1(A) = R(A).
In other case:
If ^ ( A ) e {ST, Jf} , then i;(A) = ^ ( A ) .
In other case:
Sample at random formulas ai(co),..., ani(a>) and denote by [ a ^ o ) ] , ..., [a„,(co)]
their universal closures. Set j8; = 1, if R([a,(co)] -> A) = $~ or R(a£(co) -> A) = 3~ and

a,(co) -> A is a propositional calculus tautology or if ^ ( [ a ^ t o ) ] -» A) = 3". Set
Pi = 0 is other cases. If £ & ^ m „ set 1(A) = 9~, if £ /3; < mu set 1(A) = ^".
;=i

;=i

The values ^" and Jf are interpreted as before.
Having introduced some theoretical notions dealing with the deducibility testing
it seems to be useful and reasonable to mention some actual examples among the
already existing and developed testing procedures.
The class of procedures corresponding to J'-algorithms is rather numerous. There
exists, e.g., a number of procedures for propositional calculus formulas testing starting
from the classical zero-one procedure and finishing with some modern variants based
on the Gentzen calculus of sequences (e.g. the algorithm P in [3]). However, there
exist decision methods also in the case, when M is the set of all A — E formulas;
see the detail explanation and the procedures Qp, Qr again in [3]. Such methods exist
even for another sets 33 of formulas having a more complicated structure. These
procedures are usually based on the Herbrand theorem and some of its modifications.
This theorem enables, roughly speaking, to transform the deducibility problem in the
first-order functional calculus on the problem of generating of the so called substitution instances and deciding whether an appropriate alternative of such substitution
instances is or is not a propositional calculus tautology.
What we have just said about the Herbrand theorem leads to the question of semialgorithms, as a great part of procedures, having the properties of semialgorithms
is based again on the Herbrand theorem and on the substitution instances method.
As an example can serve the procedure Q from [3], but there exist even some modifications and at present this approach seems to be the most perspective one in the
field of theorem proving.
The ^-algorithms enable to decide, in an effective way, about formulas from some
decidable set of formulas and the decision is always correct. The fact that such algorithms play a specific role in our definition of the general notion of statistical testing
algorithm is caused by the following fact: in some situations a class of formulas may
be of a very important significance and it may be desirable to ensure the correct
deciding about these formulas even in case the decision is more demanding. If these
"important" formulas form a decidable set we can satisfy this demand using an
appropriate ^-algorithm.
Now, having to our disposal a semialgorithm Sf we can transform it into a restricted
semialgorithm Sf e.g. in such a way that we set m = m(Sf) = 2 and denote by
£(1,7, A, Sf) the number of time units (e.g. seconds) necessary for performing the
first 7 steps of the semialgorithm Sf, denote by £(2, j , A, Sf) the number of bytes in
a computer storage necessary for saving all the data and results connected with these
first j steps of Sf. The conditions of Definition 4 are then clearly satisfied. Of course,
we can choose m(Sf) > 2 and investigate the particular components of the demands
connected with Sf in more detailed form.
The notion of statistical deducibility testing algorithm as introduced above is
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a formal and rather simplified description of the statistical procedure investigated
and constructed in [5]. Let us remark, that the statistical testing algorithm can be
defined even in another way. As an example of a rather different approach to the
introduction of statistical aspects and notion into theorem proving can serve the van
Westrhenen's approach (see [8], [9]).
Let HI be a ^-algorithm with the property that gfl contains, beside the propositional
calculus tautologies and their negations even all the A — E formulas (and perhaps
another formulas). Let H2 = (£P, f, a) be a restricted semialgorithm with the property that the semialgorithm £f is identical or equivalent with the procedure Q from
[3]. Let (Q, 3F, P) be a probability space, m ^ / i j integers, au a2,..., ani random
variables defined on (Q, #", P) such that the conditions of Definition 5 as well as the
condition
(*)

P({co :coeQ, a;(co) = A}) > 0

for every A e si, i g nl hold.
Let us denote by It the statistical testing algorithm
(HI, H2, (Q, &, P), {«!,..., «„,}, mu n,) .
This statistical testing algorithm will be investigated in all the rest of this paper.
We always assume that when a formula A is to be tested, the test is applied to the formula A0 -> A (or [A 0 ] [ A ] in the notation of [4]) where A0 is AXr & AX2 & . . . &
& AXS, AXh i = 1,2,..., S are the specific axioms of the considered theory (stf, T).
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF STATISTICAL ALGORITHMS
FOR DEDUCIBILITY TESTING
Theorem 1. Let us consider a statistical algorithm I. Let T denote the set of all
theorems of our theory. Let A be an at random sampled formula, obtained by the
algorithm explained in [4]. Let the conditions of Theorem 3 in [4] hold. Let Px
denote the conditional probability
P({co : Z(A(co)) = 2T} | {co: A(co) e T}).
Then the following inequality
M

P ± ( °
1

_IK0+N0

holds:

± gj\ (

- V N2

jjj

^(Ko+No+N,-!

){Nl-l)\

+ N1-1\^-1\

M0+K0 + l
(Mo+N^f
^2

•N

& + ^o\

Zl-1

\

+

Nt
/\Ni

\ /

- ljVMo + K0 +AT.

N_2 Ml (K0
+N0+N,
Nt N$\
M0 + K0
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K0+N0

N1N22\M0+K0

\/
+ N1J\

_ (K0 + N0
\
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(For the meaning of the symbols M 0 , N0, Nu N2, K0, Z , see [4].)
Proof. Let us consider the sets T(n, m, k) and S(n, m) from the proof of Theorem 3
in [4]. By G(px(co),..., PZl(coj) the random variable, defined on (Q, &, P), taking its
values in the set of all formulas and defined in [4] is denoted.
We proved in the mentioned proof that if (/>,((»), ..., pZl(co)) belongs to some of the
sets T(n, m, k) or S(n, m), then G(^(co),..., jJZl(co)) is a theorem of the form [B] [F]
[A] [Ek] or [B] [Ek] [ A ] [Ek]. In every case all the l.s. from tf(G(/?,(co), ..., fiZl(co))
ale a.l.s., therefore the theorem G(/?,(ffl), ..., /?Zl(co)) is proclaimed to be a theorem.
It follows:
P1^P({co:(P1(co),P2((o),...,pZi(a))E
6(tl z i 1 t!S , - 1 1 + 1 l7j r I 1 T(n, m, k)) n ( U ^ ^ U + i S(n, m))}).
The fact that this expression is greater than or equal to the lower bound given in this
theorem was proved in Theorem 3 in [4]. Q.E.D.
The lower bound for P , given in Theorem 1 may seem to be rather low, e.g. in the
example investigated in [4] it would be about 60%. There are several reasons for this
fact, namely:
a) The estimation just derived holds for any values of m, and nl in I, i.e. even
in the case m, = nx, n, -* oo which is the most undesirable from the point of view
of proclaiming a theorem to be a theorem (the demands for proclaiming a theorem
to be a theorem are increasing). On the other hand, in the case m, = 1, n 4 > 1 much
more pleasant estimation can be obtained, in fact P , -> 1 if n, -> oo and m1 is fixed.
However, this fact is joined with the increasing of the probability of adopting a nontheorem. For every statistical algorithm for deducibility testing (at least in the sense
how we have defined this notion) there exists some lower bound for the sum of the
both probabilities of errors. By choosing appropriate values of m, and n, we can
only control the ratio of those two probabilities and so we can minimize one of them
under an a priori given value. This sum of probabilities could be minimized under an
a priori given value only in case we abandoned the demand on the unambiguity of the
decision, i.e. in case we took into consideration, besides the abstract values 2T, JV,
some third value the semantic interpretation of which would be "I cannot decide on
the tested formula with a sufficient confidence".
b) The considered estimation holds for every formalized theory based on the firstorder functional calculus and for every statistical algorithm for deducibility testing
(in the defined sense) only under the condition the algorithm for random sampling
of well-formed formulas from [4] plays the role of a,,..., aB1. The estimation does
not depend on the axioms of the considered theory and on the properties of the procedures R, y in I. Let us describe briefly an example showing how at least partial
use of the axioms can improve the estimation for P . .

Let us consider the equality theory described in [4] and enriched by a new binary
logical constant N' (inequality, 4=) and by the following axioms:

AX5: [Xl[X2[N'xlX2]
AX6:

[[lXlx2] [FJJTJ .

[Xl[X2[[lXlX2][F]][N'XlX2]]]

(the conjunction of these two axioms is equivalent to the definition axiom xt +
+ xi "jf n o n (*i = x2) m the usual notation).
AX7: [Xl[N'xlXl]

[F]] (i.e. VXl(non (x. * xt))) .

Let us sample at random a formula (using the algorithm from [4] and let us cljeck
this formula using the statistical algorithm r . .
Let us consider a sequence of symbols containing an occurence of an elementary
formula i x ; x ; not followed by another occurence of an elementary formula or F. Such
a sequence will be transformed into a formula of the form [ A ] [lx ; x ; ]. Hence, during
its testing the formula [x 1 [ix 1 x 1 ]] [ x £ A ] [x ; x ; ]] (maybe with some other quantifiers
following the [x ; ) will be investigated, as its antecedent is one of the axioms, i 4= 1.
After substituting the positive indeterminate x ; at the place of negative indeterminate
Xj and after erasing the quantifiers we obtain the formula [T>c;x;] [ A ] [IxiXi] which
is a substitution into the propositional calculus tautology p —> (g -> p). So the formula
[ A ] [/XjX,], being evidently a theorem is correctly proclaimed to be a theorem.
We shall come to a similar result considering a sequence of symbols in which an
elementary formula iV'x ; x ; occurs, followed by at least one occurence of an elementary
formula or F but not followed by an occurrence of the right bracket. Such a sequence
will be transformed into a formula of the form [ A ] [iVx ; x ; ] [J3]. Hence, during its
testing the formula
[Xl[NxlXl]

[F]] [Xi[A] [NxlXi]

[B]]

(maybe with some other quantifiers following the [x ; ) — will be investigated as its
antecedent is one of the axioms, i 4= 1. After substituting the positive indeterminate x ;
at the place of negative indeterminate Xi and after erasing the quantifiers we obtain
the formula [[iVx ; x ; ] [F]] [ A ] [iVx ; x ; ] [B] which is a substitution into the propositional calculus tautology non p -• (S -> (p -* g)). Therefore also the formula
[ A ] [iVx ; x ; ] [B], being a theorem, is correctly proclaimed to be a theorem.
Denoting by y the random variable choosing the particular symbols during the
procedure for random sampling of formulas, denoting by K = K(K0, M0, N0,2V., Zt)
the lower bound for P t in Theorem 1, setting
/ = P({co: y(co) is an elementary formula of the form iV'x ; x ; }),
g = P({io: y(co) is an elementary formula of the form ix ; x ; })
and computing the probability of sampling a sequence of symbols from one of the

sets T(n, m, k), S(n, m) or of the sets described above we obtain the following
improved estimation for P t :
P, > 1 - (1 - K) ( l - -1— K) ( l - -1— K) = K'(K0, M0, N0, Nu Z . ) > K
\
a + e ) \
a + c )
a s / > 0, g > 0. The symbols a, e, c denote the same numbers as in [4].
Example:
K0=10,
K0 =

6,

M o = 10,

JV0 = 5 ,

Z t = 15 :K = 0-46225,

.£' = 0-67867;

M0=10,

N0 = 5 ,

Z j = 15 : K = 0-79615,

X ' = 0-87364 .

From these numbers the improvement obtained by partial considering the axioms can be easily
seen.

Theorem 2. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Let m{ = nu let /? be a real
number satisfying the condition
0 *g p

=

P({co: A(co) e T}).

Let P2 denote the probability of proclaiming an at random sampled
to be a theorem under the condition it is not a theorem, i.e.

formula

P2 = P({co: Z(A(co)) = ST) \ {«,: A(co) ^ T}) .
Then the inequality
P2 = (1 ~ Z^)"1

holds, supposing the random variables {a.}H' are mutually

independent.

Proof. When considering the properties of statistical testing algorithms we can
see that no non-theorem can be proclaimed to be a theorem when the randomized
part of the algorithm is not used. Such an error can occur only if A(a>) is a non-theorem
and at the same time such non-theorems a^co), <x2(co),..., anj(co) were sampled that
for every i = 1,2,..., nt the formulas [«;(«)] [A(co)] were by R or 9" decidable

Pг =

ß

0-25

01

005

001

0005

0001

00005

3
2
2
1

4
3
3
2

5
4
3
2

8
6
5
3

9
7
5
3

12
9
7
4

13
10
7
4

^"\_
0-46
0-57
0-68
0-87
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theorems. According to the supposed independence of the random variables au a2,...
..., ani the number (1 — ji)"1 represents an upper bound for the probability of such
an event. Q.E.D.
A great advantage of the estimation for P2 just obtained lies in the fact, that it
does not depend on the specific axioms and constants of the investigated theory.
The Table 1 gives the minimal values for nt necessary for satisfying the condition
P2 g 0-25; 0-1; 0-05 and so on. The values of ft are borrowed from the examples
investigated in [4].
Theorem 3. For every formalized
calculus the following holds:

theory

based on the

first-order

predicate

a) For every theorem there exists a statistical algorithm for deducibility testing
which proclaims this theorem to be a theorem with probability one.
b) Under the condition (*)for every formula A and every statistical algorithm Z
there is a positive probability for the decision £ ( A ) t° ^e correct.
Proof, a) Let A be a theorem. In case A belongs to a decidable set of formulas we
choose an appropriate alggorithm R. If it is not the case we can choose an appropriate
restricted semialgorithm ~£?{alt a2,..., am(y)) according to Lemma 1. So A will be
decided without using randomized extensions: it follows that the decision will be
correct with probability 1.
b) Supposing the tested formula A is decided without using randomized extensions
this decision is correct with probability 1. Let us consider the opposite case. Every
formula is given a positive probability to be sampled by au a2,..., a„r If A is a theorem,
then there is a positive probability to obtain at least m± formulas ah, ah,..., at
such that [au1 [ A ] is, for every j = 1, 2, ..., mx by R or &p(au ..., am) correctly
decidable theorem, hence P({co: I(A(co)) = &~}) > 0. If A is a non-theorem, then it
is sufficient for its refusing to choose at least nt — m1 + 1 theorems among au a2,...
..., ami, hence again P({co: l(A(co)) = JV}) > 0. Q.E.D.
This theorem intends to express some connections between the statistical algorithms
and those non-statistical (i.e. deterministic) ones. Its first assertion means, roughly
speaking, that in the case of theorems the assertion of Lemma 1 can be extended
even to the statistical algorithms. It is not possible, however, to extend it to every
formula because of the fact that there may exist a non-theorem with the property
that not semialgorithm ascribes the value Jf to it. So this non-theorem will be in
every case checked in randomized extensions and therefore there is, in general,
a positive probability of its wrong accepting. The other assertion shows that if a statistical algorithm is used, then every formula is given a "chance" to be decided
correctly. This is a principal advantage when comparing with the non-statistical
algorithms, which do not give such a "chance" to a formula which cannot be decided
in the deterministic way.

Because of its more general significance we introduce this Theorem 3 at the end
of this paper.
The author would like to express his sincere thanks to Dr. Petr Hajek (Mathematical Institute
of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences) for his valuable remarks.
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